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There are a number of sources for the fact that our Parshah encompasses the entire Torah and all

of history. Several major meforshim (Rabbeinu Saadya Gaon and Gra in Aderes Eliyahu) note that there are 613

words in the Sedra. Furthermore, the Baal Haturim characteristically points out that the second and third words

of the Sedra (hashomayim va’adabeirah) also add up to 613. In fact, an entire sefer (Shirah Lechaim by Rav

Chaim Perlmuter) demonstrates how each of the mitzvos is embedded in the 613 words of the Parshah. Why is

this Sedra, more than all others considered the repository of the entire Torah? We might understand the answer

in light of the Chidah’s (Kisei Rachamim to Maseches Sofrim 12:8) that when Klal Yisrael heard the song of

Haazinu for the first time they did teshuvah m’ahavah (repented out of love for Hashem, not fear). He states that

for this reason Haazinu is sung as a shirah and is repeated by Klal Yisrael many times. At first the Chidah’s

statement seems very surprising since Haazinu includes some of the most fearsome warnings in the Torah.

However, Haazinu also includes the ultimately soothing words (32:4) that whatever Hashem does is just and

with our very best interests at heart. That may be why we look to Haazinu for solace and consolation whenever

we are suffering.

However, another approach may be that our Sedra includes the mandate to view history totally as

the Hand of Hashem, as interpreted by our Elders: “Remember the days of old, understand the years of

generation after generation. Ask your father and he will relate it to you, your elders and they will tell you”

(32:7). The Chidushei Harim (see Yagdil Torah, Haazinu, page 611) teaches that this posuk reveals to us a great

secret. Every generation receives a new understanding of the Torah according to its need and stature. Indeed the

leaders of each era are given the ability to interpret what their generation requires. There is a strong minhag

which I did not understand for many years. Many teachers insist that their students memorize Parshas Haazinu.

This seemed strange to me since we generally memorize Torah Shebaal Peh, which was originally not put into

writing and do not memorize Torah Shebichsav, which is meant to be read in its written form, either from a

Sefer Torah or at least a printed book. However, the Abarbanel (Devarim 31:19) teaches that the Torah itself

states that this shirah should be in our mouths, meaning that we should memorize its words. The Rambam

(Hilchos Tefilah 7:13) also mentions a custom to recite Haazinu daily. The Maharal, too, cites the recitation of

Haazinu as a segulah (powerful tool) for success and long life (see Memoirs of Rav Yosef Yitzchok Schneerson

of Lubavitch 1:29). The B’nai Yissaschar, too (Agra D’Pirka 116) recommends reciting Haazinu daily as a

protection from spiritual mistakes.

I believe that the reason all these gedolim saw Haazinu as the cure for many of our ills is that it

includes both Klal Yisrael’s greatest moments and our times of  spiritual failure. However, each generation is

defined by different tests, unique failings and distinct potential. That is the essence of Haazinu. As my rebbe,

Rav Yitzchok Hutner zt”l oftentaught, “Klal Yisrael has one song, but sometimes it sings the high notes and

other times the low ones. The song ultimately comprises one symphony. This is why we should sing it whenever

we feel challenged or endangered in any way. It will help us maintain our eternal greatness.
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This week we will feature questions and answers about the upcoming Yom Tov of Sukkos:

Question: I am aware that boards which are too wide may not be used for schach. How wide may they be?

Answer: The boards must be less than 4 tefachim (14 inches) wide. The minhag is not to use even narrower boards

which are finished for use in construction. This is actually part of the original gezeirah (rule or decree) not to use

anything which could eventually lead to constructing a regular roof on the sukkah.

Question: Is there any purpose to sitting in the sukkah when the schach is covered by a shlack, covering or awning?

Answer: Yes. Although one clearly does not fulfill the mitzvah, however many tzadikim sat in a covered sukkah

anyway bcause the walls are still holy and sometimes the invalidation of the sukkah is only a drabbanan (see Bikurei

Yaakov 626:12; Piskei Teshuvos, page 312).

Question: If high winds or other problems invalidated the Sukkah, may one ask a gentile to fix it on Yom Tov or

Shabbos Chol Hamoed?

Answer: There are several important details and distinctions so a shaalah should be asked eah time but in many cases,

it will be permissible (see Mishnah Berurah 637:1; Vayeishev Moshe 1:37)

Question: How low may the decorations hang?

Answer: They should not hang lower than 4 tefachim (approximately 15 inches) from the schach.

Question: Is a Sukkah kosher if it was built completely by a gentile?

Answer: According to the Rabbeinu tam (Gittin 45b) it is not. We do not follow this opinion in Halacha but it is

preferable not to build the Sukkah this way. If it was done already, one may simply lift up the schach in place 12

inches and then let it back down. This will fulfill even the opinion of Rabbeinu Tam.

Question: If one did not build a Sukkah before Yom Tov, may he do so on Chol Hamoed?

Answer: Yes. Although all forms of building are generally prohibited on Cho Hamoed, however this is for the

purpose of fulfilling the mitzvah it is permissible (Biur Halacha 637:1).

Question: After Sukkos, how may we dispose of the schach or walls of the sukkah?

Answer: The parts of the Sukkah should be treated like tztitzis or a shofar, which do not have the sanctity of tefillin

or a mezuzah but do have the kedushah of something which was used for a mitzvah. Therefore, one should wrap the

schach or walls in something and take them to a dumpster where they will be separate form the other objects which

have been thrown away (Mishnah Berurah 638:24).

Question: When checking Hadasim, do the leaves have to cover the entire “branch?”

Answer: Although this is indeed the opinion of the Shaarei Teshuvah (646:3), the majority of Poskim (see Chazon Ish

146:15) hold that this just makes them preferable, but it is not required ( me’akeiv).

Question: If the pitem on the esrog broke but is still attached, may one make a bracha on it on the first day of Yom

Tov?

Answer: The Taz, Mogen Avrohom and most Poskim allow it unless the Pitem has fallen off and the hole where it

was is visible (Shulchan Aruch and Poskim 648:1).
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